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After Yun Chujiu entered the eighth level, she was ready to use the same trick again. This fellow began 

to look for a target. Just as Yun Chujiu was looking around, an iron-tailed wind blade tiger pounced 

towards her. “Kitten! Stop right there! Listen to me for a bit before you eat me.”Yun Chujiu took a few 

steps back and said loudly. Xiao Heiniao complained in its heart. Their black-hearted master was 

probably not only useless in naming things, but also a name-blind. If it saw a demon beast, it would be 

either a kitten, a puppy, or a calf. The iron-tailed wind-blade tiger was obviously very unhappy to be 

called a kitten. It stared fiercely at Yun Chujiu, wanting to hear what she had to say. “Kitten, aren’t you 

curious how I got to the eighth level when I’m so weak?”Yun Chujiu said mysteriously. When the iron-

tailed wind-blade tiger heard Yun Chujiu’s words, it indeed felt a little strange. Logically speaking, it was 

already good enough for such a weak human to get to the third floor. How did she get to the eighth 

floor? “To be honest, I relied on two things to get here. One of them was the hemostatic pill in my hand. 

When I saw a demon beast covered in wounds, I couldn’t bear to see it, so I used the hemostatic pill in 

my hand to save it. It was willing to be under my control.”Yun Chujiu said until here, she didn’t continue 

speaking. Instead, she leisurely took out a spirit fruit and started to eat it. The iron-tailed wind-blade 

tiger was listening attentively. When it saw that Yun Chujiu didn’t say anything, it immediately roared in 

displeasure. It bared its teeth, obviously wanting Yun chujiu to continue speaking. Yun chujiu was 

delighted. So it was still a curious little cat. The possibility of it taking the bait was very high. I put in 

more effort. “After it was used by me, I used another thing and collected many demon beasts with it. 

Later on, I had more and more demon beast friends and easily reached the entrance of the next level. 

“Every level was the same. When I left, I didn’t mistreat them and gave them a lot of hemostatic pills, 

“And the first demon beast that showed goodwill to me naturally got the most,”Yun Chujiu said 

unhurriedly. The iron-tailed wind-blade tiger was very curious about the second thing that Yun Chujiu 

said, it saw Yun chujiu throw a big sack over. “Kitten, hearing is false, seeing is believing. Look for 

yourself! You Don’t have to think of destroying these things. I still have dozens of sacks in my storage 

ring!” The iron-tailed wind-blade tiger looked at Yun chujiu suspiciously, then looked at the sacks on the 

ground. Could it be that this was a trap that the little girl had set for it? Then, should it look or not? Yun 

chujiu naturally understood the iron-tailed wind-blade Tiger’s concern. She smiled and said, “Little Cat, 

you wouldn’t dare to look, would you? So it really is a little cat’s guts. I see that your guts are only as big 

as a needle’s nose! !” When the iron-tailed wind-blade tiger heard Yun Chujiu’s words, it immediately 

roared in anger. Was it afraid? The most it could do was to hold its breath. It could only hold its breath. 

How could it be mocked by such a weak chicken? Therefore, the iron-tailed wind-blade tiger held its 

breath and moved closer to the gunny sack. It opened the gunny sack with its claws and was stunned! 

The iron-tailed wind-blade tiger rubbed its eyes with its claws. Then, it widened its eyes and rubbed its 

eyes. The gunny sack was still filled with super-grade explosive talismans. The iron-tailed wind-blade 

tiger was stunned for a moment. Then, with a whoosh, it retreated more than a hundred feet away. No 

wonder this little girl was able to break through to the eighth floor. It turned out that she was a talisman 

seller! 

 


